ROCKS, MINERALS & CRYSTALS: A Coloring & Collecting Book, Powell. Explore and "color-in" the amazing world of rocks, minerals and crystals! Learn the many interesting facts, uses, and properties of rocks and minerals. Includes helpful guidance on starting, building and maintaining your own rock and mineral collection. All images are world-class examples of one-of-a-kind minerals, chosen for their exceptional characteristics and beauty; over 40 different minerals are presented in large scale and exceptional detail. Real world color examples for each mineral specimen are also provided. (8.5 x 11”), 48 pgs., ISBN 9781591933137, $8.95 [R&M COLORING]

ROCKS & MINERALS PLAYING CARDS, Lynch. This standard card deck identifies and features 52 color photos of the most common and sought after specimens found in the United States. ISBN 9781591933137, $8.95 [R&M CARDS]

SIMON & SCHUSTER’S GUIDE TO ROCKS AND MINERALS, Frinz, Harlow & Peters. Accessible beginner’s reference guide to rocks and minerals, with facing pages of photos and text; more than 1,000 illustrations. 608 pgs., ISBN 9780671244170, $20.00 [R&M SIMON SCHUSTER]

DK WHAT’S THAT ROCK OR MINERAL?: A Beginner’s Guide, Jackson. This compact, easy-to-use pocket ID guide features 140 of the most commonly found specimens, and features extra large, full color photos for quick identification. 128 pgs., ISBN 9781465415929, $8.95 [DK WHAT ROCK]

AUDUBON FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH AMERICAN ROCKS AND MINERALS, Chesterman. Over 750 color plates cross referenced by color to detailed descriptions of field patterns and rock locations. Comprehensive index and sturdy plastic cover make this perfect for field use. 850 pgs., ISBN 9780394502694, $22.95 [AUD NA ROCKS]


ROCKS & MINERALS OF..., Quick Guide series, Lynch & Lynch. Waterproof, tear resistant, spiral bound field ID guides to the most common rocks & minerals. Organized and tabbed by specimen texture for quick identification. 22 pgs., $8.95 each

UNITED STATES ISBN 9781591934967, $8.95 [R&M QUICK]
CALIFORNIA ISBN 9781591934974 [R&M CA QUICK]
PACIFIC COAST ISBN 9781591937753 [R&M PC QUICK]

ROCKS, GEMS AND MINERALS (a Golden Guide), Zim and Shafter. Handy identification guide to the most common kinds of rocks and minerals, offering concise and fascinating information on physical properties, geological significance and collecting specimens. 160 pgs., ISBN 9781582381329, $6.95 [GG ROCKS]


GUIDE TO ROCKS & MINERALS OF THE NORTHWEST, Leaming. Introductory full-color photo guide that highlights the best and much-prized rocks and minerals of the northwest. 32 pgs., ISBN 9780883906530, $8.95 [R&M NORTHWEST]
ROCKS AND MINERALS

MINERALS, Guastoni & Appiani. Overview of mineralogy: from how and where minerals are formed, to how to classify them; includes detailed look at 288 mineral specimens, each with color photograph and the mineral's defining attributes. 256 pgs., ISBN 9781554070565, $24.95 [70562]

MINERALS OF THE WORLD (Princeton Field Guide series), Johnsen. Stands apart from many field guides by its exceptional color presentation of over 500 minerals; includes concise and authoritative text covering crystallography, physical and chemical properties of minerals, diagnostic features and occurrences. 440 pgs., ISBN 9780691095370, $29.95 [MIN & GEM TR]


THE BEST BATHROOM BOOK FOR MINERAL COLLECTORS EVER WRITTEN, Thyst, Syte & Dan. These gems are loaded with rock and mineral lore, little-known facts, fun games, puzzles, mysteries and more! Designed for adults who can't get enough geo-trivia, but kids love it too.

VOLUME 1, 100 pgs., ISBN 9780967816395, $11.95 [BATHROOM 1]
NO. 2, 100 pgs., ISBN 9780967816388, $12.95 [BATHROOM 2]

THE ART OF STONE PAINTING: 30 Designs to Spark Creativity, Bac. Join the coloring/craft craze and turn ordinary stones into colorful works of art with this easy-to-follow guide. 96 pgs., ISBN 9780486808932, $19.95 [STONEPAINTING]

MINERALS AND GEMSTONES: 300 of the Earth's Natural Treasures, Cook & Kirk. This condensed field guide features single page overviews covering all the features of each clearly photographed specimen; fully indexed. (5.2 x 6.5”), 320 pgs., ISBN 9781782742593, $18.95 [MIN & GEM TR]

DK POCKET GENIUS: Facts at Your Fingertips. Ed. These pocket-sized encyclopedias put everything you need to know into one neat little package; equally appropriate for adults and children. Fully illustrated. (3.75 x 5”), 156 pgs., $4.99 each

DINOSAURS, ISBN 9781465445612 [DK GEN DINO]
EARTH, ISBN 9781465445865 [DK GEN EARTH]
ROCKS AND MINERALS, ISBN 9781465445902 [DK GEN R&M]

DK SMITHSONIAN HANDBOOKS: Comprehensive field guides designed for straightforward and easy identification. Each entry has a full-color illustration as well as color-coded bands that provide at-a-glance facts for quick reference (5.75 x 8.5”), 822 00 each

ROCKS AND MINERALS, Pellant. 256 pgs., ISBN 9780789491060 [DK SMITH R&M]
DINOSAURS AND PREHISTORIC LIFE, Richardson. 226 pgs., ISBN 9780789493633 [DK SMITH D&P]
FOSSILS, Walker & Ward. 320 pgs., ISBN 9780789489485 [DK SMITH FOSS]
GEMSTONES, Hall. 180 pgs., ISBN 9780789489852 [DK SMITH GEMS]

DK SMITHSONIAN NATURE GUIDE: A new generation of natural history guides that form a comprehensive, accessible and informative series of illustrated reference books. $14.95 each

GEMS, Bonewitz. 226 pgs., ISBN 9781465402189 [DK NATURE GEM]
ROCKS AND MINERALS, Bonewitz. 354 pgs., ISBN 9781465402189 [DK NATURE R&M]

= New or Added Titles
AGATES: Treasures of the Earth, Fabian, Jackson, Tandy and Cromartie. This identification guide is as comprehensive as it is easy-to-use: illustrated with color photos; includes a worldwide listing of agate locations. 192 pgs., ISBN 9781770856448, $19.95 [AGATES TR]

AGATES OF THE PACIFIC COAST, ISBN 9780998075006
AGATES OF THE OREGON COAST, ISBN 9780998075013
These handy pocket guides are the perfect companion for identifying Oregon’s most valuable and rarest agates from the U.S., Canada and Mexico Lynch. 16 pgs., $6.95 each. Each guide offers color photos to aid in identification. 16 pgs., $6.95 each.

THE WONDER OF NORTH AMERICAN AGATES, Lynch & Lynch. This attractive photo journal and guide showcases the more than 60 varieties of agates from across North America, featuring informative text that highlights the tremendous variety seen in these curiously banded gemstones. 136 pgs., ISBN 9781591934158, $14.95 [WONDER AGATE]

POCKET GUIDES, Myers and Petrovic, These handy pocket guides are the perfect companion for identifying Oregon’s better-known geological materials. Each guide offers color photos to aid in identification. 16 pgs., $6.95 each.

AGATES OF THE OREGON COAST, ISBN 9780998075013 [PG AGATES OR]
OREGON UNDER FOOT, ISBN 9781480757379 [PG OR UNDRFT]
AGATES OF THE PACIFIC COAST, ISBN 9780998075006 [PG AGATES PC]

COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO SILICATES: Orthosilicates, Lauf. This definitive, comprehensive guide explores the structural relationships among orthosilicates; represented with brilliant color photos, structure diagrams and electron micrographs; extensive bibliography and references. Hard cover, 240 pgs., ISBN 97807643352867, $45.00 [ORTHOSILICATE]

COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO QUARTZ AND OTHER SILICA MINERALS, Lauf. This detailed look at quartz and other silica minerals explains scientific aspects in a way that can be understood by the layman; over 130 vivid photographs presented in order to show each mineral in its geological context. 96 pgs., ISBN 9780764341618, $19.99 [QUARTZ SILICA]

THE WORLD OF FLUORESCENT MINERALS, Schneider. This exploration of the rich and diverse world of fluorescent minerals is filled with over 825 photos displaying these fascinating minerals under daylight and ultraviolet conditions. 176 pgs., ISBN 9780764352867, $45.00 [FLUORES MIN]

COLLECTING FLUORESCENT MINERALS, Schneider. Features over 870 color photographs showing how fluorescent minerals look both under UV light and daylight. A comprehensive resource section provides helpful advice on caring for, collecting and displaying fluorescent minerals. 208 pgs., ISBN 978076436195, $29.99 [COLLECT MIN]

TURQUOISE: The World Story of a Fascinating Gemstone, Lowry & Lowry. The most comprehensive book on turquoise, from the geology and mining, to the identifying, grading and care of this popular gem. The authors, curators of the Turquoise Museum, have produced an exquisite coffee table-sized book that showcases turquoise in stunning detail and scope–from the specimen level to the finished work of jewelry designers and lapidary artists. Fully indexed with bibliography; over 500 photographs. (11 x 10.5”), Hard cover, 254 pgs., ISBN 9781423602897, $75.00 [TURQUOISE]

TURQUOISE: Mines, Minerals & Wearable Art, Block. Explore the fascinating story of turquoise, its Native American cultural history as well as turquoise grades and value, localities and the diverse range of jewelry designs. A comprehensive guide with over 500 color images; fully indexed with glossary. 176 pgs., ISBN 9780764363642, $29.99 [TURQUOISE]

A COLLECTOR’S GUIDE TO GRANITE PEGMATITES, King. Discover pegmatite forms and distributions, interior structures, crystal, mineral and gem pockets, and references for further study. Over 200 photographs of specimens worldwide. 96 pgs., ISBN 9780764335785, $19.99 [PEGMATITE]
GEM TRAILS OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA, Braden. Includes revised site listings, photos and updated directions to over 80 locations throughout Southern California, from San Luis Obispo to the Mexican border. Includes detailed site descriptions and helpful tips for an enhanced rockhounding experience. 208 pgs., ISBN 9781889786554, $15.95 [GEM SO CA]

GEM TRAILS OF IDAHO & WESTERN MONTANA, Ream. Revised guide to the Gem State and the western half of the Big Sky State. Best-selling author Lanny Ream is your guide to 99 of the best collecting sites in this geographically dramatic and varied region. From the awe-inspiring Sawtooth Range to the well-known Hagerman Fossil Beds you will experience some of the best sites these states have to offer. Now with color photos throughout! 256 pgs., ISBN 9781889786513, $16.95 [GEM ID MT]

GEM TRAILS OF TEXAS, Cross. The ultimate rockhounding guide for the Lone Star State! Over 50 collecting sites are mapped and described. A handy at-a-glance chart for each site tells you what can be collected, road difficulty, GPS coordinates, recommended tools, best collecting seasons, and nearby places of interest. Includes a beautiful full-color insert of specimens found in Texas. 176 pgs., ISBN 9781889786506, $14.95 [GEM TEX]

GEM TRAILS OF ARIZONA, Mitchell. This best-selling guide has over 100 collecting sites, GPS coordinates, plus rock and mineral shows in Arizona. Maps, detailed text and photos lead the collector to sites throughout the state. Color photographs highlight specimens from azurite to wulfenite. Indexed by location and by mineral. 272 pgs., ISBN 9781889786476, $14.95 [GEM AZ]

GEM TRAILS OF COLORADO, Mitchell. Features over 90 collecting locations with detailed directions and a map for each site. Discover over 80 different minerals plus fossils in the Centennial state. Color photographs aid in specimen identification. Information about local museums and tours make this an ideal travel and collecting guide. 224 pgs., ISBN 9781889786414, $13.95 [GEM CO]


THE GPS GUIDE TO WESTERN GEM TRAILS, Kelty. This must-have companion to the Gem Trails series and other guidebooks pinpoints over 1,300 collecting sites for 12 western states using precise GPS coordinates. Easy to read format includes site maps, location photos and state-by-state overview. 240 pgs., ISBN 9781889786353, $17.95 [GPS GUIDE]
COAST TO COAST GEM ATLAS, Johnson. Overview maps of gem finding locations throughout the continental U.S. Includes site information and local rock shops. ISBN 9781889786575, 59 pgs., $11.50 [COAST]

FEE MINING AND MINERAL ADVENTURES IN THE WEST, Monaco. Invaluable guide for the amateur and seasoned prospector or road tripping family of rock hounds covers over 100 collecting locations, 153 mining claims, plus caves and other geological points of interest throughout the western U.S. Hours, directions, cost, tools and supplies are listed for all sites. 240 pgs., ISBN 9781889786384, $15.95 [FEE WEST]

FEE MINING AND MINERAL ADVENTURES IN THE EASTERN U.S., Monaco. Includes 294 places to visit in 31 states: digging sites, caves, museums and other points of geological interest. The perfect guide for anyone interested in the mineral world, from experienced rockhounds and prospectors to vacationing families. 264 pgs., ISBN 9781889786490, $15.95 [FEE EAST]

THE MODERN ROCKHOUNDING AND PROSPECTING HANDBOOK, Romaine. In addition to basic overviews of the topic, this guide lists a huge range of useful sites where the aspiring or intermediate rockhound can learn the hobby and interact with others online; many color photos enrich the presentation. 252 pgs., ISBN 9780762784707, $21.95 [MODERN ROCK]


COLORADO ROCKHOUNDING, Vovnick. Covers over 350 collecting sites, with an overview of the state’s geology and mining history. Illustrated with maps and B/W photos. 392 pgs., ISBN 9780878422920, $20.00 [CO ROCKHOUND]

THE ROCKHOUND’S HANDBOOK. Mitchell. A must-have for beginner and intermediate hobbyists; includes info on basic geology, mineral formation; how to find and identify, collecting tools and techniques; finding gold and other heavy minerals; fossil formation and collecting fossils; the legal aspects of collecting; specimen preparation, display, lapidary basics, jewelry making techniques and MORE; illustrated with photos, diagrams, charts and over 90 photos. 304 pgs., ISBN 9781889786438, $15.95 [ROCKHOUNDS]

THE ROCKHOUND AND PROSPECTOR’S BIBLE: A Reference and Study Guide to Rocks, Minerals, Gemstones and Prospecting, Ettinger. This compact reference manual for mineral collectors and prospectors has been the go-to guide for decades on local geology, mineral formation, as well as prospecting techniques and tools. 136 pgs., ISBN 9780991484040, $15.00 [PROSP BIBLE]

COLLECTING ROCKS, GEMS AND MINERALS: Identification, Values, Lapidary Uses, Polk. This easy-to-use book is actually three guides in one! Learn how and where to find rocks, gems and minerals. Then use this guide to identify your finds, and finally learn the lapidary uses of your finds. 352 pgs., ISBN 9781440246159, $19.99 [COLLECT RGM]

COLLECTING AGATES AND JASPERS OF NORTH AMERICA, Polk. This inclusive, easy-to-use, visually dazzling guide to the finest examples of domestic agates and jaspers includes 650 color photos and specimen descriptions; written by a leading agate collector. 272 pgs., ISBN 9781440237454, $19.99 [COLLECT AGATE]

= New or Added Titles
ROCKS & MINERALS FIELD GUIDES, Lynch. These handy, compact field guides contain comprehensive entries on the rocks and minerals found within a specific state; easy to use format, color photos and maps of where specimens can be found. $14.95 each.


= New or Added Titles

ROCK COLLECTING FOR KIDS: An Introduction to Geology, Lynch. This fun guide is designed to help children learn the basics of rock collecting, from earth science basics to the tools of the trade. Ages 6–13, 144 pgs., ISBN 9781591937739, $12.95 [ROCK COLLECT]

THEN & NOW MAP SERIES. Unique map series shows changes in gold & gem fields over the last 100 years in selected western states. Each map package includes current USGS maps of the state along with antique turn-of-the-century maps of the same areas for comparison. $15.95 each.

ARIZONA GOLD & GEMS, ISBN 9780965755870 [AZ G&G MAP]


COLORADO GOLD & GEMS, ISBN 9780972044158 [CO G&G MAP]

IDAHO GOLD & GEMS, ISBN 9780965755818 [ID G&G MAP]

MONTANA GOLD & GEMS, ISBN 9780972044172 [MT G&G MAP]

NEVADA GOLD & GEMS MAPS, ISBN 9780972044134 [NV G&G MAP]

NEW MEXICO GOLD & GEMS, ISBN 9780972044196 [NM G&G MAP]

OREGON GOLD/SILVER & GEMS, ISBN 9780965755849 [OR G&G MAP]

UTAH GOLD & GEMS MAPS: Reported Occurrences, ISBN 9780981669618 [UT G&G MAP]

WASHINGTON GOLD & GEMS, ISBN 9780965755832 [WA G&G MAP]
ROCKHOUNDING GUIDE SERIES. Informative guides to collecting sites featuring maps, directions, advice on field techniques, collecting and preparing specimens.


CALIFORNIA, Butler. 228 pgs., ISBN 9781493017393, $19.95 [ROCKHOUND CA]


PENNSYLVANIA & NEW JERSEY, Beard. 304 pgs., ISBN 9780762780938, $19.95 [ROCKHOUND PA]


DICTIONARY OF GEOLOGICAL TERMS, 3/E, Bates & Jackson. This best-selling dictionary contains definitions to over 1,000 geological terms. Includes word origins, pronunciation guide, and a geologic time and life chart. 572 pgs., ISBN 9780385181013, $19.95 [GEOLOGY TERM]

EVIDENCE FROM THE EARTH: Forensic Geology and Criminal Investigation, Murray. Learn how modern criminologists solve crimes using soils, rocks, and other earth materials. Explore the history of forensic geology from its humble beginnings to its use in courts today. 216 pgs., ISBN 9780878425778, $16.00 [EVIDENCE]
THE PRACTICAL GEOLOGIST, Dixon & Bernor. Excellent introduction to the basics of geology, collecting and identifying rocks & minerals. Contains over 200 color photos and illustrations, along with material on mapping, field equipment, preparing specimens, plus a geologic site finder for six continents. 160 pgs., ISBN 9780671746971, $20.00 [PRACT GEOLO]


101 AMERICAN GEO-SITES YOU’VE GOTTA SEE, Dickas. Discover 101 unique and dramatic places of geologic significance throughout the United States. Multiple sites in all 50 states are detailed with full-color photographs, illustrations and overview. 252 pgs., ISBN 9780878425877, $24.00 [101 GEO-SITES]
GUIDE TO GEOLOGIC SITES SERIES.
Discover a state's most interesting and unique geologic locales: from well-known locations to lesser-known sites you'll find meteorite craters, lava tubes, buttes, ancient seas and much more. Color photos, maps, glossary and explanatory text help you learn how these unique sites were created. $18.00 each.

ROADSIDE GEOLOGY SERIES
Informative field guides and travel companions to the roadside terrain, topography and geology encountered "on the road"; great for all levels of experience; with photos, diagrams, and glossary. $26.00 each.

ARIZONA ROCKS!
Discovering the Grand Canyon State, Bryan. 112 pgs., ISBN 9780878425983 [ARIZONA ROCKS]

CALIFORNIA ROCKS!

OHIO ROCKS!

WASHINGTON ROCKS!
CRUISIN’ THE FOSSIL COASTLINE, Johnson and Troll. This eagerly awaited large format sequel to the best-selling Crusin’ the Fossil Freeway covers the entire western U.S. & Canadian coastlines, as well portions of the Mexican Baja Peninsula. Just as innovative, creative & informative as the first volume, journey with the authors as they road trip, explore & beautifully illustrate the rich fossil history of the West Coast. (10 x 10), 290 pgs., ISBN 9781555914516, $29.95 [FOSSIL COAST]

DK SMITHSONIAN DINOSAURS: A Visual Encyclopedia, Ed. This newly revised, updated version of the very popular but out-of-print now compact edition is packed with hundreds of lifelike reconstructions of dinosaurs, but now at twice the size! A comprehensive overview of the entire dinosaur family that will appeal to children and adults alike. Ages 9–12, (8.5 x 10.75”), 304 pgs., ISBN 9781465469489, $19.99 [VISUAL DINO]

101 AMERICAN FOSSIL SITES YOU’VE GOTTA SEE, Dickas. Discover 101 unique and dramatic places of fossil significance throughout the United States. At least one site in all 50 states are detailed with full-color photographs, illustrations and overview. 252 pgs., ISBN 978078426812, $26.00 [101 FOSSIL]


FIREFLY ENCYCLOPEDIA OF DINOSAURS AND PREHISTORIC ANIMALS: A Comprehensive Look at the Prehistoric World with Hundreds of Superb Illustrations, Palmer. An authoritative and lavishly illustrated who's who of the prehistoric world. Features hundreds of full-color images, and text that focuses on prehistoric animal behavior, and explains why many of these creatures are extinct. (8.25 x 10.5”) 256 pgs., ISBN 9781770854604, $19.95 [FF ENCY DINO]

NORTH AMERICA THROUGH TIME: A Paleontological History of Our Continent, Clos. Originally published at $35.00, now $24.95! This full-color overview of North American paleontological history is comprehensive and authoritative. Beginning with the Precambrian and covering each time period of the Paleozoic and Mesozoic eras, as well as each Epoch of the Cenozoic, this book will grab your scientific imagination with over 200 fossil photographs. Hard Cover, 286 pgs., ISBN 9780972441643, $24.95 [THROUGH TIME]

DK PREHISTORIC LIFE: The Definitive Visual History of Life on Earth, Ed. Millions of years of life on earth are condensed into a single-volume. Explore Earth's history from its formation through the Mesolithic. Features hundreds of species, from the earliest-known life-forms, to the appearance of: dinosaurs, plants, invertebrates, amphibians, birds, reptiles, and mammals, spanning a 3.8 billion year history. 512 pgs., ISBN 9780786669109, $28.95 [DK PREHIST]


DK SMITHSONIAN HANDBOOKS Comprehensice field guides designed for straightforward and easy identification. Each entry has a full-color illustration as well as color-coded bands that provide at-a-glance facts for quick reference (5.75 x 8.5”), $22.00 each.

Fossils, Walker & Ward. 320 pgs., ISBN 9780789489845, $22.00 [DK SMITHI FOSS]

Dinosaurs and Prehistoric Life, Richardson. 226 pgs., ISBN 9780789493613, $22.00 [DK SMITHI D&P]

TRILOBITES: Common Trilobites of North America, Burns. Individual trilobite line drawings are clearly presented for easy identification, along with collecting regions, states and areas, basic descriptive text and commentary, 92 pgs., ISBN 9781478357940, $12.99 [TRILO]
NIGHT SKY: Playing with the Constellations, Poppele. Learn about the night sky while playing your favorite card games. Each card features a constellation and suits represent the best seasonal viewing; 52 cards, ISBN 9781591932420, $5.95 [NIGHTSKYCARDS]

NIGHT SKY: A Field Guide to the Constellations, Poppele. Find constellations using a dynamic approach focusing on one sky view at a time; includes mythology, fascinating facts and compact, red LED flashlight that allows reading while retaining night vision. 320 pgs., ISBN 9781591932291, $16.95 [NIGHTSKY]

ROCKS FROM SPACE: Meteorites and Meteorite Hunters, Norton. Unmatched, encyclopedic guide to cosmic debris; explores in detail the world of meteorites, asteroids and impact craters. 476 pgs., ISBN 9780878423736, $35.00 [FROM SPACE]

METEORITES, Carion. A treasure trove of meteorite science covers meteorite hunting, impact craters, classifications, tektites, a color photo-journal of exceptional specimens, and a chronological look at famous meteorites throughout history; 72 pgs., ISBN 9782950678621 $19.95 [CARION]


THE NIGHT SKY: Seasonal Star Charts Glow in the Dark, Kavanagh & Leung. ISBN 9781620052808, $7.95 [PN NIGHT SKY]

THE AMAZING WORLD OF DINOSAURS CARDS, Kaethe. This traditional card deck features detailed illustrations of 52 of the most important dinosaur species to know. ISBN 9781591936466, $5.95 [DINO CARDS]